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Stability of large vacancy clusters in silicon
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Using a density-functional-based tight-binding method we investigate the stability of various vacancy clus-
ters up to a size of 17 vacancies. Additionally, we compute the positron lifetimes for the most stable structures
to compare them to experimental data. A simple bond-counting model is extended to take into account the
formation of new bonds. This yields a very good agreement with the explicitly calculated formation energies
of the relaxed structures forV6 to V14. The structures, where the vacancies form closed rings, such asV6 and
V10, are especially stable against dissociation. For these structures, the calculated dissociation energies are in
agreement with experimentally determined annealing temperatures and the calculated positron lifetimes are
consistent with measurements.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.115210 PACS number~s!: 61.72.Ji, 78.70.Bj

I. INTRODUCTION

Vacancy clusters in silicon are detected by electron para-
magnetic resonance~EPR!, positron annihilation spectros-
copy ~PAS!, and other methods not only after damage
~electron1–4 and neutron irradiation5–7 or plastic
deformation8!, but also in as-grown samples.9 Due to a lack
of computational data on structure and stability of vacancy
clusters detected in silicon in the 1970’s and 1980’s, their
size has been under discussion for a long time. Based on a
simple theoretical model, namely, the counting of dangling
bonds, it has been proposed10 that closed ring structures of
vacancies, as they occur forV6 andV10, should be especially
stable. This type of simple model is important since it can —
without any calculations — give a rough idea about what
energetically favorable structures may look like~see also
Ref. 11 for results on surface reconstructions and relaxations
of zinc-blende semiconductors!. But still explicit and accu-
rate calculations on the stability and structure of larger va-
cancy clusters in silicon and a reasonable comparison to ex-
perimental results are rare. Until not long ago, accurateab
initio calculations have been performed only for very small
structures~mono- and divacancies! due to the limited size of
the supercell~64 atoms! used.12 Using a small supercell with
38 atoms the Hartree-Fock method has been applied to clus-
ters with up to 8 vacancies.13 Massive parallel computing has
made it possible to treat larger supercells, which seem to be
necessary to obtain converged results even for mono- and
divacancies.14,15 To our knowledge there exists only one ap-
proximative treatment based on quantum mechanics for clus-
ters with more than 8 vacancies.16

The self-consistent-charge density-functional-based tight-
binding ~SCC-DFTB! method17,18 offers the unique possibil-
ity to treat larger structures nearly as accurate as withab
initio methods. For clusters consisting of more than ten va-
cancies one has to consider large supercells of about 500
atoms to avoid interactions between the extended defects and
their periodic replica and to allow for an unbiased relaxation.

In contrast to metals it seems to be impossible to deter-
mine the monovacancy formation enthalpy for silicon or

other semiconductors in thermodynamic equilibrium by stan-
dard techniques~differential dilatometry or positron annihi-
lation!. Due to their relatively high formation enthalpy, no
measurable amount of vacancies is created below the melting
temperature in silicon. Therefore, it is not possible to directly
compare calculated formation energies for defects in silicon
to experimental data. Besides EPR, infrared absorption, deep
level transient spectroscopy, and other measurements, experi-
mentally determined positron lifetimes, along with a com-
parison to calculated lifetimes for different vacancy struc-
tures, provide a link between theory and experiment.

Electron irradiation at low temperatures creates a high
density of Frenkel pairs~monovacancies and interstitial at-
oms! far from thermodynamical equilibrium. The monova-
cancies created lead to an experimentally detected defect-
related positron lifetime around 275 ps and become mobile
at about 150 K.19 During this annealing stage the formation
of divacancies is observed by a change in the defect-related
positron lifetime to the range from 290 to 320 ps. Divacan-
cies have been found to be stable up to a temperature of
550 K. At this temperature the divacancies dissociate and
anneal, if the sample was irradiated with a low dose. How-
ever, they may form vacancy clusters, if the sample was
treated with a higher irradiation dose, i.e., had initially a
higher defect density. Considering the formation and growth
of vacancy clusters, not only their stability against dissocia-
tion via disintegration into monovacancies, is an important
criterion. But also the energetics of an ‘‘exchange reaction’’
~one vacancy is transferred from onen-vacancy cluster to
anothern-vacancy cluster! is important, since largers cluster
may start to grow on the expense of smaller ones~Ostwald
ripening!.

Recent results on positron annihilation in neutron irradi-
ated silicon7,20 and on high-dose electron irradiated
silicon1,21 give a quite consistent picture on stable vacancy
clusters formed during thermal treatment by mobile primary
defects: After neutron irradiation, larger vacancy clusters are
formed during thermal treatment around 870 K with defect-
related positron lifetimes oftdef5420620 ps ~Ref. 7!
@430630 ps~Ref. 20!#. After high-dose electron irradiation,
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vacancy clusters are found after thermal treatment in the
same temperature range~around 870 K) with positron life-
times oftdef5415620 ps~Ref. 21! @420630 ps~Ref. 1!#.
In all these cases, annealing of these vacancy clusters takes
place at about 1000 K. The errors given are estimated by us
according to statistical errors, background and positron
source corrections, and difficulties in decomposing the
spectra.22,23

Considering the experimental results on deformed silicon,
the picture emerging from experiments is somewhat differ-
ent: While EPR indicates the presence of the Si-P1 paramag-
netic center, significantly higher defect-related positron life-
times than in irradiated material are found after a similar
thermal treatment.8,24–26High strain rates and low deforma-
tion temperatures~about 800 K) seem to favor much larger
vacancy clusters: 590690 ps ~Ref. 8! @600650 ps ~Ref.
26!#. These long lifetimes indicate trapping at surface posi-
tron states at the inner surfaces of large vacancy clusters.
Lower deformation rates and/or higher deformation tempera-
tures ~about 1000 K) lead to significantly smaller defect-
related positron lifetimes: 435•••480 ps ~Ref. 25! or 485
630 ps~Ref. 26!. All defects including vacancy clusters and
dislocations are found to anneal out around 1100 K.8,26

Experimentally detected defect-related positron lifetimes
and, thereby, information on their size have errors of typi-
cally 30 ps for larger vacancy clusters (t5400–500 ps).
We shall see that these errors are in the same range as the
calculated lifetime differences between, e.g.,V10 and V14.
Hence, the measured defect-related lifetimes cannot uniquely
be related to a certain vacancy cluster size by just comparing
experiments to positron lifetime calculations.

Since the assignment of defect-related positron lifetimes
to certain sizes of vacancy clusters is still under discussion, it
is highly desirable to combine information on the stability of
vacancy clusters and their respective annihilation parameters.
Hence, we have determined the geometries and formation
energies of various vacancy clusters in bulk silicon consist-
ing of up to n517 vacancies in a 5122n supercell. The
investigated structures include vacancy clusters where the
atoms have been removed from a hexagonal ring network
and chains alonĝ12̄1& and along^110& with three to six
vacancies and some compact vacancy clusters. Chains of va-
cancies seem to play an important role during the creation of
multivacancy clusters by plastic deformation. Additionally,
we have calculated the corresponding defect-related positron
lifetimes and have compared them to experimental data.

II. METHODS

We have relaxed the structures with the self-consistent-
charge density-functional-based tight-binding method17,18us-
ing a minimum basis set and theG-point approximation. The
electron density of an extended system described in this
method is a superposition of compressed atomic electron
densities. Anticipating in this way the results of fully self-
consistent-field calculations, only the Mulliken charges are
redistributed until the charge distribution is consistent with
the charge-dependent energy operator. A pure two-center ap-
proach allows for the efficient setup of the Hamiltonian and

overlap matrices of the total system and, therefore, for a fast
calculation of the total energy and forces. The SCC-DFTB
method is proven to yield accurate geometries, energies, and
vibrational frequencies for the silicon bulk phases, surfaces,
defects, and also for silicon clusters.17,27 The efficiency of
this method implemented on a parallel computer allows for
the use of large supercells with 5122n atoms.28 Supercells
of at least 216 atoms are expected to be necessary to obtain
converged results for the monovacancy.14 For extended va-
cancy clusters even larger supercells are needed. This is quite
obvious if one compares the size of a 43434 supercell with
eight atoms per unit cell~side length 21.7 Å) with the di-
ameter of, e.g.,V14, which is about 12 Å. The Si-Si inter-
action within the DFTB method is negligible for distances
greater than 10 Å; therefore, the 43434 atomic supercell
should be just large enough for vacancy clusters as large as
V14. Additionally, the calculations have been repeated in se-
lected cases for larger supercells containing 1000 atoms mi-
nus the vacancies in the cluster. We obtained the following
results: ForV1 andV2, believed to be well described even by
a 512-atom supercell, the total energy changes by less than
0.1 eV. For the larger vacancy clusters (V6 ,V10, andV14!
we found deviation for total energy in precisely the same
range. This is indicating that using a 512-atom supercell is
appropriate to accommodated such a large cluster. Only for
V17 was the deviation slightly larger (0.2 eV) which may
indicate that the limit for the use of the 512-atom supercell
was about to be reached. All structures have been relaxed by
a conjugate gradient method until the maximum force on
each atom dropped below 0.001 H/aB . In fact, no simulated
annealing has been applied, since the total energy surface can
be assumed to be not complicated due the constraints of the
surrounding lattice. Hence, we believe that a conjugate gra-
dient relaxation leads into or close to the global minimum.

Positron lifetimes for the perfect lattice and for different
vacancy cluster configurations have been calculated using
the superimposed-atom model by Puska and Nieminen29 in
the semiconductor approach.30 The superimposed electron
densities form the background potential in which the Schro¨-
dinger equation for a positron is solved leading to the posi-
tron wave functionC1 . The enhancement of the electron
density at the positron is taken care of by the Boronski-
Nieminen enhancement factorG.31 The annihilation ratel,
the reciprocal of the positron lifetime, is calculated as the
overlap of the electron densityn2 and the positron density
uC1(r )u2:

l}E G~n2!n2~r !uC1~r !u2dr . ~1!

To obtain accurate positron lifetimes the supercell has to be
large enough to avoid interactions between positrons local-
ized at adjacent vacancies of the superlattice. An overlap of
the positron wave function with regions of higher electron
density in between the defects is known to lead to artificially
small lifetimes.

While one finds for silicon mono- and divacancies large
inward relaxations, it is assumed that outward lattice relax-
ations under the influence of the trapped positron cancel out
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or even overcompensate the electronically induced inward
relaxations.32 Because our positron lifetime calculations do
not take into account the influence of the trapped positron,
we take the positron lifetimes calculated with respect to the
unrelaxed geometries to compare them to experimental data.

III. RESULTS

For clusters with more than six vacancies many different
configurations are conceivable. To limit the computational
effort we focus on candidates, which are likely to have low
formation energies because of a small number of dangling
bonds. As proposed before,10 vacancy structures where the
removed atoms form closed rings with a minimum number
of dangling bonds should be especially stable. For the hexa-
vacancy clusterV6 this has been confirmed by Hartree-Fock
~HF! calculations,13 where it is found that the hexagonal ring
is the most stable of all possible structures. Hence, we have
removed the atoms in different ways from the 14-atom cage-
like network displayed in Fig. 1, to find the most stable va-
cancy clusters with up ton514 vacancies. Additionally, we
have considered chainlike vacancies in the^12̄1& direction
~direction of jog dragging in deformation experiments! and
zigzag chains in thê110& direction with up to six vacancies
to provide a comparison to more open vacancy clusters. For
V10 andV17 we have also checked the formation energies of
compact vacancy clusters, where the nearest- and some of
the next-nearest-neighbor atoms of a vacancy have been re-
moved. For all relaxations we have used a supercell ofN
2n(N5512) atoms and the lattice constant for the ideal
crystal in the DFTB method of 5.43 Å. The atoms around
the vacancy have been randomly displaced by a small

amount to allow for a symmetry-unrestricted relaxation.
To determine the relative stability of differentn-vacancy

cluster geometries, we calculate their formation energies

EF
n5Evac

n 2
N2n

N
Ecryst

N , ~2!

whereEvac
n is the total energy of the supercell containingN

2n atoms and, hence, ann-vacancy cluster.Ecryst
N is the total

energy of the defect-free supercell of the same size. From
this we derive thedissociation energy

ED
n 5~EF

n211EF
1!2EF

n ~3!

for the dissociationVn→Vn211V1 and theexchange energy

EX
n 5~EF

n111EF
n21!22EF

n ~4!

for the exchange reaction 2Vn→Vn111Vn21. Provided that
only one cluster size is present, the exchange reaction de-
scribes, whether a certain cluster size is stable upon that
larger ones may grow at the expense of smaller ones
~Ostwald-ripening process!.

For each vacancy cluster sizen up to n514 those struc-
tures where one removes the atoms 1 ton from the 14-atom
hexagonal ring network displayed in Fig. 1 have the lowest
formation energies. The formation and dissociation energies
of these structures calculated within the SCC-DFTB method
are summarized in Table I and Fig. 2. For comparison the
same energies as calculated with an empirical tight-binding
method16 are given in Table I as well. Furthermore, for va-
cancy sizes up toV7 the dissociation energiesED

n obtained
for the same configurations with a Hartree-Fock method are
included.13

Comparing the formation energies between the SCC-
DFTB and empirical TB methods one notices that the overall
trend with increasing cluster size is very similar. However,
there are important deviations in the differences of the for-
mation energies of one vacancy cluster size compared to the
next larger size. This results in a different order in the disso-
ciation energies. The SCC-DFTB method predictsV6 ,V10,
andV14 to have high dissociation energies, whereas the em-
pirical TB method predicts maximum dissociation energies
for V6 ,V8 ,V12, andV16. The SCC-DFTB dissociation ener-
gies agree much better with the corresponding HF energies.
Only for V3 is the deviation of the SCC-DFTB value com-
pared to the HF value as large as within the empirical TB
method. But the reliability of the HF values may suffer from
the quite small supercell used. Hence, the SCC-DFTB
method seems to be the method of choice, giving us the
opportunity to do calculations in large supercell nearly as
exact asab initio methods. Also the maxima in the SCC-
DFTB dissociation energies forV6 ,V10, and V14 are in
agreement with the dangling-bond counting model.10

Additionally, we have considered configurations of va-
cancy clusters, where different atoms have been removed
from the 14-atom hexagonal ring network displayed in Fig. 1
and we find the formation energies of them to be higher in
energy~see Table II!. One exception isV8, where atoms 1, 2,
4–6 and 8–10 in Fig. 1 have been removed. This single-ring

FIG. 1. Atoms were successively removed from this hexagonal
ring network starting with atom 1.
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structure also exhibits a low number of dangling bonds and,
therefore, has about the same energy asV8 with atoms 1–8
in Fig. 1 removed. It might be interesting to note thatV12
~atoms 1–6, 8–12, and 14 removed! is the double hexava-
cancy ring which is a very stable vacancy cluster in GaAs.33

Within the SCC-DFTB method, the chainlike vacancies in
the ^12̄1& direction have significantly higher formation en-
ergies than vacancy clusters of the same size taken from the
hexagonal ring. Because the even-numbered types of these
chainlike vacancies consist of ‘‘isolated’’ nearest-neighbor
vacancy pairs, their formation energies are roughly multi-
plies of the formation energy of the divacancy (5.8 eV). The
formation energies for the ‘‘zigzag’’ chains along^110& for
V4–V6 are higher compared to the vacancy clusters of the
same size taken from the hexagonal ring. Additionally, we
have calculated the energies of twocompactvacancy clus-
ters, namely, a compactV10, where we have removed one
atom along with its four nearest neighbors plus five of the
next-nearest neighbors, and a compactV17, where we have
removed one atom along with its four nearest neighbors and
all 12 next-nearest neighbors. The formation energy of the
compactV10 structure is higher by 2.8 eV compared to the
adamantine cageV10. But the compactV17 structure exhibits
a lower formation energy than theV17 structure, where one
removes all 14 atoms displayed in Fig. 1 along with three
atoms from an adjacent hexagonal ring. All formation ener-
gies of the vacancy clusters different from the structures
where one removes atoms 1 –n in Fig. 1 are summarized in

Table II. Our tight-binding calculations suggest that for all
sizes up toV14 the vacancy clusters indicated in Fig. 1 are
the most stable. For vacancy clusters larger thanV16, the
more compact structures become competitive in energy due
to a higher flexibility in the relaxation pattern compared to
the ring structures. The transition from the construction
model for hexagonal rings to the compact spherical growth
pattern is predicted by the SCC-DFTB method for a smaller
vacancy cluster size than by the empirical TB method in Ref.
16. There, the compact spherical-shapedV24 was found to be
the smallest vacancy cluster having a formation energy be-
low the hexagonal ring cluster of the same size.

For the smaller vacancy defects there exist results ob-
tained with more sophisticatedab initio methods, to which
we can compare our tight-binding results:

In silicon, the monovacancy withTd symmetry is Jahn-
Teller instable and distorts intoD2d symmetry. We calculate
for the latter symmetry a formation energy ofEF

153.8 eV,
which is in reasonable agreement with other first-principles
calculations@3.27 eV ~Ref. 14!, 3.49 eV ~Ref. 34!, and
3.29 eV ~Ref. 12!#. The symmetry breaking results in two
different nearest-neighbor distances between the four atoms
surrounding the vacancy. The relaxation with the SCC-DFTB
method yields distances of 2.8 Å and 3.0 Å, while An-
tonelli et al.34 find two slightly distinct distortions with iden-
tical formation energies. They have calculated the distances
to be 3.0 Å and 3.5 Å for their structureA and 3.4 Å and
3.5 Å for their structureB. Puskaet al.find with a 216-atom

TABLE I. Formation energiesEF
n of different n-vacancy clusters as calculated within the DFTB and

empirical TB methods and dissociation energiesED
n within DFTB, HF, and empirical TB methods. Columns

2–5 correspond to the simple and extended bond-counting models. The numbers of broken and new bonds
are given bynb andnn , respectively.

Bond-counting models Quantum-mechanical methods
Simple Extended TBa ————DFTB———— HF b TB a

n nb nn EF
n ~eV! EF

n ~eV! EF
n ~eV! EF

n ~eV! EX
n ~eV! ED

n ~eV! ED
n ~eV! ED

n ~eV!

1 4 2 5.6 3.4 3.4 3.8 21.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 7 4 8.4 3.9 5.2 5.8 0.2 1.8 1.7 1.6
3 10 5 11.2 5.6 7.1 8.0 20.8 1.6 2.1 1.5
4 13 6 14.0 7.3 9.4 9.4 20.6 2.4 1.9 1.2
5 16 7 16.8 9.0 10.7 10.1 20.4 3.1 3.1 2.1
6 18 6 16.8 10.0 11.4 10.5 2.1 3.5 3.8 2.7
7 21 6 19.6 12.9 13.7 12.9 20.8 1.4 1.3 1.1
8 24 7 22.4 14.6 14.1 14.5 21.3 2.2 — 3.0
9 26 7 22.4 14.6 14.7 14.8 0.1 3.5 — 2.8

10 28 6 22.4 15.7 15.6 15.2 2.5 3.4 — 2.6
11 31 6 25.2 18.5 17.8 18.2 21.7 0.8 — 1.2
12 34 7 28.0 20.2 18.3 19.5 20.3 2.5 — 3.0
13 36 7 28.0 20.2 18.9 20.5 20.3 2.8 — 2.8
14 38 6 28.0 21.3 19.6 21.2 0.9 3.1 — 2.7
15 41 6 30.8 24.1 22.0 22.8 20.5 2.2 — 1.0
16 44 7 33.6 25.8 22.4 24.0 0.0 2.6 — 3.0
17 46 7 33.6 25.8 23.0 25.1 20.7 2.7 — 2.8
18 48 6 33.6 26.9 23.8 25.6 — 3.3 — 2.7

aReference 16.
bReference 13.
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supercell using theG point and a pseudopotential plane-wave
code 2.9 Å and 3.4 Å .14 The calculations indicate a very
flat potential in the direction of the distortion, which makes it
difficult to determine the exact equilibrium distances. The
nearest-neighbor distance in bulk silicon is 2.35 Å.

Taking two nearest-neighbor atoms away from the ideal
crystal yields a Jahn-Teller instableD3d configuration forV2,
which distorts within the DFTB method intoC2h symmetry,
corresponding to the resonant-bond configuration in Ref. 15.
The three nearest neighbors of each of the two removed at-
oms built an isosceles triangle with two edges of 2.8 Å and
one edge of 3.4 Å. In the undistorted crystal these three
atoms built an equilateral triangle with an edge length of
3.8 Å, the next-nearest-neighbor distance. During the relax-
ation, the two triangles shorten their distance by about
0.3 Å. That means that there is an inward relaxation and the

volume of the divacancy is reduced. A recent result with a
plane-wave pseudopotential approach and a 216-atom super-
cell gives EF

254.94 eV and a binding energy ofED
2

51.6 eV ,35,36 close to the DFTB result of 1.8 eV. We ob-
tain a formation energy ofEF

255.8 eV for the divacancy.
This value is very close to the 5.7 eV found by Song
et al.with a TB approach,37 but deviates by more than 1 eV
from the 4.3 eV calculated by Seong and Lewis12 with a
first-principles DFT local density approximation~LDA !
plane-wave code. However, they stated that their results fully
converged with respect neither to the basis set nor to the size
of the supercell.

Comparing the stability between vacancy clusters of dif-
ferent sizes, we findV6 andV10 having ‘‘surfaces’’ consist-
ing of adjacent closed vacancy hexagonal rings~see Figs. 3
and 4! to be especially stable. Both vacancy clusters have
low relative formation energies~compared to the next larger
vacancy cluster as shown in Fig. 2! and a high stability
against dissociation intoVn211V1 and against the exchange
reaction 2Vn→Vn111Vn21 ~see Fig. 2!. For V10 this is in
agreement with more qualitative predictions10 and forV6 ad-
ditionally with other calculations.13 With respect toED also
V9 ,V13, andV14 are especially stable.

In the supercell with the hexagonal ring vacancy cluster
V6, each two atoms sitting next to a vacancy site shorten
their distance during relaxation from 3.8 Å, the next-
nearest-neighbor distance in the ideal crystal, to 2.7 Å. As-
suming distances less than 2.8 Å as bonds, all atoms in this
relaxed vacancy cluster are fourfold coordinated@cf. Fig.
3~b!#. The bond angles, ranging from 98° to 145°, however,
deviate substantially from the tetrahedral bond angle of
109°. In total, six new bonds for the hexavacancy cluster are
formed ~see Fig. 3!.

The nearest-neighbor arrangement is different in theV10
vacancy cluster, the adamantine cage~see Fig. 4!. Here, four
atoms have, in addition to one neighboring vacancy site,
three empty next-nearest-neighbor sites and remain, there-
fore, threefold coordinated after the relaxation@see Fig.
4~b!#. Similar to the case of the hexagonal ring vacancy clus-
ter, the other atoms around the vacancy cluster build new
bonds (2.65 Å long! to a next-nearest neighbor~ cf. Fig. 4!.
For V10 the total number of new bonds formed is 6, not more
than forV6. The formation of one of these six new bonds in
V10 is illustrated in Fig. 5. The particle density between the
two atoms is significantly increased compared to the density
between two next-nearest neighbors in the ideal crystal, but
not as high as between two nearest neighbors in the ideal
crystal.

In the cagelikeV14 vacancy cluster there are eight va-
cancy sites with three nearest-neighbor vacancy sites and,
therefore, this vacancy cluster has eight only threefold-
coordinated atoms@cf. Fig. 6~b!#. Here, again the total num-
ber of new bonds formed does not exceed 6, and is the same
as forV6 andV10.

To allow for a direct comparison to experimental data, we
additionally have calculated the defect-related positron life-
times — given in Table III and Fig. 7. We include for com-
parison, besides the positron lifetimes calculated with respect

FIG. 2. ~Top! Formation energies in eV as a function of the
number of vacancies calculated within the SCC-DFTB method, the
simple bond-counting model, and the extended bond-counting
model ~see text!. ~Middle! Energies in eV for the dissociationVn

→Vn211V1 within the DFTB and the extended bond-counting
models.~Bottom! Energies in eV for the exchange reaction 2Vn

→Vn111Vn21 within the DFTB and the extended bond-counting
models.
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to the unrelaxed atomic positions, also the lifetimes calcu-
lated with respect to the coordinates after relaxation deter-
mined by the SCC-DFTB method. As outlined above, the
calculated lifetimes obtained from the unrelaxed geometries
should better match the measured lifetimes.

The positron lifetimes in Fig. 7 have been calculated us-
ing the relaxed and unrelaxed coordinates. The lifetimes in-
crease with increasing cluster size, since the electron density
decreases at the location of the vacancy cluster where the
positron is trapped. For larger vacancy agglomerations the

influence of the trapped positron should decrease, but as
shown in Table III and Fig. 7, also the influence of the in-
ward lattice relaxation without positron decreases. Because
the potential around the equilibrium geometry is in general
very flat for silicon, we expect even for large clusters like
V14 or V17 an influence of the trapped positron pushing the
ions slightly outward and, therefore, a better agreement with
experimental data for the lifetimes obtained from the unre-
laxed structures. Indeed this has been confirmed recently.38

The main results in this article are that positron-induced

TABLE II. Formation energies obtained with the SCC-DFTB method for vacancy clusters not following
the straightforward construction scheme of the hexagonal ring network. The numbers in the third column
refer to Fig. 1. The vacancy clusters denotedcompactconsist of one vacancy plus four nearest-neighbor
vacancies plus 5 next-nearest neighbor vacancies (V10) and of one vacancy plus four nearest-neighbor
vacancies plus 12 next-nearest-neighbor vacancies (V17).

Vacancy cluster Remark Atoms removed EF
n(eV) ED

n EF
n(eV) ~ext. model!

V3 ^110& chain 8.0 1.6
V4 ^110& chain 9.2 2.6 7.3
V5 ^110& chain 11.5 1.5 9.0
V6 ^110& chain 13.0 2.3 10.6
V3 ^12̄1& chain 9.4 0.2

V4 ^12̄1& chain 11.5 1.7 7.8

V5 ^12̄1& chain 15.0 0.3 11.2

V6 ^12̄1& chain 17.0 1.8 15.6

V5 Lee and Corbetta @2–4,12,13# 11.5
V8 single-ring @1,2,4–6,8–10# 14.5 13.4
V8 hexa-ring1 2 @1–6,10,14# 15.4 *
V9 @1–6,9,10,14# 16.7 *
V9 @1–6,7,9,10# 15.6 *
V10 @1–6,9-11,14# 19.6 *
V10 compact 18.0 *
V12 @1–6,8–12,14# 20.0 *
V12 @1–10,11,13# 20.4 *
V13 @1–11,13,14# 21.5 *
V17 compact 24.8 *

aReference 6

FIG. 3. Black atoms and bonds represent the removed atoms
forming a hexagonal ring ofV6 in the ideal crystal~a!. In ~b! the
relaxed atoms aroundV6 are shown. White spheres represent the
positions of the removed atoms. The six new bonds formed in the
relaxed structure are drawn in black. No threefold-coordinated at-
oms are found in this structure. Further atoms of the surrounding
crystal are not shown.

FIG. 4. Black atoms and bonds represent the removed atoms
forming a cage ofV10 in the ideal crystal~a!. In ~b! the relaxed
atoms aroundV10 are shown. White spheres represent the positions
of the removed atoms. The six new bonds formed in the relaxed
structure are drawn in black. Four threefold-coordinated atoms
found in this structure are displayed darker than the others. Further
atoms of the surrounding crystal are not shown.
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forces nearly balance the electronic forces calculated by the
SCC-DFTB method. But we know from a comparison to an
ab initio plane-wave pseudopotential code for the isolated
monovacancy that the SCC-DFTB method overestimates
slightly the forces directed inward.38 Hence, there are strong
indications that the net movement of the atoms surrounding a
vacancy cluster will hardly differ much from their ideal po-
sitions or even may be directed slightly outward. The differ-
ences between SCC-DFTB andab initio results may arise
from the very flat energy landscape in the case of silicon. We
obtain for the most stable vacancy clusters the positron life-
times tV6

5375 ps,tV10
5420 ps, andtV14

5435 ps ~see
Fig. 7 and Table III!. The positron lifetime for vacancy
chains is even for longer chains very close to the value ob-
tained for divacancies~chains alonĝ 12̄1&) or close to that
for tV3

~chains alonĝ 110&) ~ cf. Fig. 7!.

IV. DISCUSSION

Some results from the tight-binding calculations can be
better understood within asimple bond-counting model,

where the cohesive energy of the system simply equals the
number of bonds timesEb , the energy per bond in the ideal
crystal; i.e., relaxation is neglected. This corresponds to the
approach applied in Ref. 10, where it was suggested that the
closed hexagonal ring networks (V6 ,V10, andV14! should be
especially stable due to a relatively low number of dangling
bonds. With knowledge about the relaxed structures from our
tight-binding calculations one can slightly extend this simple
model by taking into account the energy gained by the for-
mation of new bonds. In thisextended bond-counting model
the cohesive energy compared to the simple bond-counting
model is lower by the number of new bonds times the aver-
age energy per new bond. Generally, for those vacancy po-
sitions where the removed atom has had at least two bonds to
the surrounding crystal~and not to another vacancy site! a
new bond is formed between two atoms in the surrounding
crystal, whereas for those vacancy positions where the re-
moved atom has had only one bond to the surrounding crys-
tal ~and three to other vacancy sites! a dangling bond is cre-
ated. The number of broken bonds,nb , and new bonds,nn ,
and the formation energies estimated within the simple and
extended bond-counting models for the cases where the at-
oms have been successively removed from the hexagonal
ring network with 14 vacancies~Fig. 1! are given in Table I.
Here we useEb52.8 eV per bond, the binding energy per
bond in the ideal crystal within the SCC-DFTB method. We
set the average energy for a new bond to 0.4Eb . This value
yields formation energies similar to those calculated within
the SCC-DFTB method. The details of the simple and of the

FIG. 5. Electron density along the bond axis.A–A denotes two
nearest-neighbor atoms~distance 2.35 Å! and B–B denotes two
next-nearest-neighbor atoms~distance 3.8 Å! in the ideal crystal.
C–C denotes two atoms inV10, which were next-nearest neighbors
in the ideal crystal, but shortened their distance to 2.65 Å during
relaxation. The positions of the atomsA,B, andC are indicated on
the lower border. Only the central density in between two nodes is
shown.

FIG. 6. Black atoms and bonds represent the removed atoms
forming a cage ofV14 in the ideal crystal~a!. In ~b! the relaxed
atoms aroundV14 are shown. White spheres represent the positions
of the removed atoms. The six new bonds formed in the relaxed
structure are drawn in black. The eight threefold-coordinated atoms
found in this structure are displayed darker than the others. Further
atoms of the surrounding crystal are not shown.

TABLE III. The defect related positron lifetimes have been cal-
culated for the unrelaxed and the relaxed structures~using the ge-
ometry of the DFTB results including only electronic forces!. For
comparison the known experimental values and those calculated
with an alternative method~full relaxed: electronic and positronic
forces! are provided for the smaller vacancy clusters.

Positron lifetime
Exp.a No rel.

~this work!
Relaxed

~this work DFTB!
Full rel. b

n t(ps) t(ps) t(ps) t(ps)

Bulk 218 218 215
1 282 253 218 279
2 310 303 240 309
3 329 278 320
4 343 291 337
5 353 301 345
6 375 317 348
7 383 330
8 389 364
9 398 368

10 420 385
11 422 392
12 425 402
13 427 406
14 435 414

aReference 4
bReference 32
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extended bond-counting model can be found in the Appen-
dix.

By comparing the formation and dissociation energies as
a function of n as calculated within the DFTB method to
those estimates from the extended bond-counting model
~Fig. 2!, one notices that the extended bond-counting model
reproduces the formation energy of the DFTB method as a
function of vacancy sizen very accurately in the range 6
<n<14. Furthermore, this model yields local maxima inED

n

at n52,6,9,13 and local maxima inEX
n at n52,6,10, in

agreement with the tight-binding calculations. However, the
simple and extended bond counting models are less predic-
tive for very small and for larger vacancy clusters, where the
bonding scheme is more complex. The energy differences for
different vacancy structures of the same size predicted by the
extended bond-counting model deviate from the calculated
energy differences in some cases. Within this model, the for-
mation energies for the ‘‘zigzag’’ chainlike vacancies along
^110& V4 andV5 are the same as for the vacancy clusters of
the same size defined by Fig. 1, whereas the SCC-DFTB
calculations yield significantly lower energies for the latter
structures. Also the single-ring vacancy structureV8 ~atoms
1,2,4–6, and 8–10 in Fig. 1 removed! is favored by the
extended bond-counting model, whereas the SCC-DFTB cal-
culations yield the same formation energies for this structure
andV8 where atoms 1–8 in Fig. 1 have been removed.

Discussing irradiation experiments, not only a low forma-
tion and a high dissociation energy of certain cluster sizes are
a sufficient criterion for their formation and stability, but also
the kinetics of the primary defects becoming mobile during
thermal treatment of irradiated samples has to be taken into
account. The most important point is the relation between the
primary defect density~mainly monovacancies! and the den-
sity of sinks for mobile defects. Typical sinks in irradiated

Czochralski-grown silicon are oxygen-related microdefects.
Hence, there is a always competition between annealing and
agglomeration.

A recent work about the defect-related positron lifetime in
monovacancies givestV1

5(28265) ps and that monova-
cancies become mobile at 170 K.4 The temperature range
for the dissociation of divacancies has been determined to be
around 550 K. This corresponds to the SCC-DFTB result of
a divacancy dissociation energy of 1.8 eV. The activation
energy for the migration of monovacancies according to an
empirical TB result is estimated to be 1.54 eV.16 We make
the following assumptions to compare experimentally deter-
mined annealing temperatures of defects and the correspond-
ing calculated dissociation energies for different clusters:~i!
The same barrier height for the diffusion of vacancies away
from a cluster,~ii ! the same entropy prefactors in the Arrhen-
ius term, and~iii ! a similar number of jumps to the nearest
sink. We then scale the calculated dissociation energies to
that of the divacancy (1.8 eV), which is experimentally well
characterized and known to anneal at 550 K. The above-
presented three basic assumptions concerning the diffusion
of vacancies and the dissolution of vacancy cluster are, to
our mind, the most simplest ones possible and may, there-
fore, be the starting point for a more precise investigation

During thermal treatment of irradiated samples between
550 and 1000 K, the formation of vacancy clusters larger
thanV2 is observed by EPR and PAS. Dissociating divacan-
cies seem to form larger vacancy clusters:V4 is detected by
EPR in the temperature range 573–623 K, while the Si-P1
EPR center — associated in Ref. 6 to the nonplanar penta-
vacancyV5 — is detected forT5620–720 K .5,6 In the
same temperature range, the defect-related positron lifetime
is rising from tdef'310 ps to valuestdef'330–350
ps .2,20,21This would correspond toV4 or V5 defects.

When the Si-P1 EPR center is no more detectable (T
.720 K), PAS detects a value oftdef'360 ps.20,21 This
signal could be due to theV6 vacancy ring, which probably
is invisible by EPR and most other methods, because it exists
most likely in the neutral charge state~see also Refs. 13 and
39!. For a sufficiently high defect density,tdef keeps on ris-
ing with temperature until a saturation value oftdef
'420–430 is reached at aboutT5870 K.20,21 There are re-
cent first-principles calculations on defect-related positron
lifetimes for several sizes of vacancy clusters in
silicon ,32,40,41which give positron lifetimes not larger than
360 ps related to trapping into vacancy clusters with five or
less vacancies. Our and other calculated positron lifetimes
for the unrelaxed structures give 375 ps forV6 , 420 ps for
V10, and 435 ps forV14. Combining this information with
results on the stability of the vacancy clusters~this work and
others10,13!, one clearly sees that the larger stable clusters are
good candidates for the defects related to a positron lifetime
of about 430 ps, measured in irradiated silicon annealed up
to T5870 K. WhileV10 may be formed, it is more unlikely
for V14, due to the small dissociation energyV11→V10
1V1.

Under the assumptions~i!–~iii ! made above, the dissocia-
tion energies forV6 ,V9, and V10 would correspond to an-
nealing at about 1000 K — indeed very close to the experi-

FIG. 7. Binding energyEB
n52ED

n necessary to remove a mono-
vacancy from an agglomeration ofn vacancies in silicon~upper
part! and the corresponding positron lifetime~lower part! for re-
laxed and unrelaxed structures. Theoretical positron lifetimes for
the most stable structuresV6 ,V10, and V14 are indicated~unre-
laxed!.
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mentally detected annealing temperatures of larger vacancy
clusters (420–430 ps).2,20,21

It is interesting to note that for medium dose electron
irradiation (131019 cm22 at 6 MeV) the experimentally
found defect related positron lifetime is'350 ps2 and,
hence, is close to the lifetime calculated forV6.

V. CONCLUSIONS

By calculating the formation energies of various vacancy
clusters with up to 17 vacancies with the same density-
functional-based tight-binding method in a large supercell
along with positron lifetimes for the most stable structures,
we are able to limit the number of candidates for stable va-
cancy clusters in silicon.

We confirm earlier results that theV6 hexagonal ring and
the V10 adamantine cage are especially stable.10,13 Both
structures have a low formation energy per vacancy and are
also stable against dissociationVn→Vn211V1 and the ex-
change reaction 2Vn→Vn111Vn21. This can be qualita-
tively understood also in terms of a bond-counting model.
However, for large vacancy clusters relaxation effects be-
come more important and sophisticated explicit calculations
are indispensable.

The hexagonal ringV6 and the adamantine cageV10 as
well asV14 vacancy clusters — build from adjacent hexago-
nal rings — have minimum numbers of dangling bonds in
the relaxed structure. All atoms surrounding theV6 vacancy
cluster are fourfold coordinated, while in theV10 admantine
cage structure four atoms remain threefold coordinated and
V14 has eight only threefold coordinated atoms. Neverthe-
less,V10 is as stable asV6, since the energy increase by the
threefold-coordinated atoms is compensated by the new
bonds formed being closer to the ideal lattice bond length.
On the other hand, this effect has not much influence on even
larger vacancy clusters (n.15), where for the — by the
simple bond-counting model predicted — stable structures
(V18,V22, . . . ) therelative stability is expected to be weak-
ened according to the large number of threefold-coordinated
atoms introducing additional dangling bonds. The lower for-
mation energy of the compactV17 compared to the vacancy
hexagonal ring structureV17 indicates that for the larger va-
cancy clusters these hexagonal ring structures are probably
not the most stable ones.

Comparing the dominating vacancy related defect after
high-dose irradiation and thermal treatment up to 870 K
with the calculated positron lifetimes for the unrelaxed
structures V6(375 ps),V9(398 ps),V10(420 ps), and
V14(435 ps) to the experimentally observed defect-related
positron lifetimes of 415–430 ps with errors of roughly
30 ps, we can certainly rule outV6. Only moderate-dose
electron irradiation followed by thermal treatment up to
650 K seems possibly to lead toV6.

Therefore, we are inclined to believe thatV9 andV10 va-
cancy clusters are the dominating defects determined experi-
mentally in the temperature rangeT'870–1000 K. It be-
comes increasingly difficult to form even larger vacancy
clusters likeV14, because, on the one hand, the probability
of agglomeration decreases with the size of the cluster and,

on the other hand,V11 is quite unstable against dissociation.
Together with the experimental data, our results agree best

with an Ising-like binding model proposed in lattice kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations.42 On the other hand, the extended
Ising model,42 including additionally screened nearest-
neighbor interactions, proposes a broad size distribution of
vacancy clusters, independent of the initial density of mono-
vacancies, and the annealing temperature. This neither fits
the experimental findings, favoring a certain cluster size for
given initial defect densities, nor our results, proposing the
stability of certain cluster sizes.
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APPENDIX: THE SIMPLE AND THE EXTENDED
BOND-COUNTING MODEL

In this appendix we outline the details of the simple and
the extended bond-counting model. We do this by discussing
the breaking and formation of bonds during the creation of
vacancies. In the simple bond-counting model, where one
does not take relaxation into account, the cohesive energy of
the system corresponds to the number of bonds, times the
energy per bond,Eb . The ideal crystal withN atoms in the
supercell has an energy ofEcryst

N 52 N Eb . Whereas a
n-vacancy cluster withnb broken bonds has an energy of
Evac

n 5(2 N2nb) Eb . Therefore, one obtains for the forma-
tion energy

En
F5Evac

n 2
N2n

N
Ecryst

N 5~2n2nb!Eb . ~A1!

For the monovacancy the number of broken bondsnb equals
4. In the simple divacancy this number equals 7. Removing
further atoms on a nearest-neighbor site breaks three addi-
tional bonds each time as long as the ‘‘vacancy chain’’ re-
mains open. The way hownb is increasing changes if the
removing of a further atom leads to a ‘‘vacancy ring.’’ The
smallest possible ring consists of six vacancies. Closing the
ring changesnb from 16 for V5 to 18 for V6 @see Fig. 3~a!#.
Adding a vacancy close to the ring breaks three additional
bonds until a second ring is closed. Looking at Fig. 1 one
notices that forV9, where the atoms 1–9 are removed, a
second vacancy ring is closed. A third vacancy ring is closed
for V10 created fromV9 by removing atom number 10.
Therefore, the number of broken bonds increases by 2 only if
one goes fromV8 to V9 and fromV9 to V10 ~see Table I!.

One can slightly extend this simple model by considering
the energy gained by the formation ofnn new bonds. As
described above the four atoms surrounding the monova-
cancy approximate each other during the relaxation such that
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two short distances of 2.8 Å and four slightly larger dis-
tances of 3.0 Å occur between the four atoms. Therefore,
we setnn52 for V1 in this extended bond-counting model.
~This is somehow arbitrary but to state that six new bonds
are built in the monovacancy would not describe the bonding
situation correctly. Therefore, we count distances less or
equal 2.8 Å as bonds.! For the simple divacancy in each of
the two isosceles triangles described above two new bonds
are generated, that is, a total of four new bonds. The diva-
cancy can be considered as a chain of two vacancies; it fol-
lows that at each end of a vacancy chain two new bonds are
built. The vacancy sites not at the end of the chain have at
two nearest-neighbor sites another vacancy and at the other
two nearest-neighbor sites they have two atoms from the
surrounding crystal. These latter two atoms built one new
bond per vacancy. That is, the trivacancy exhibits five new
bonds and an open nonbranching chain ofn vacancies exhib-
its 21n new bonds. As in the simple bond-counting model
this dependency changes if the vacancies form a closed ring.
All vacancy sites in a single closed ring have at two of their
nearest-neighbor sites another vacancy and at the two other
nearest-neighbor sites there are atoms from the surrounding
crystal, which rearrange to form a new bond; therefore, a
single ring ofn vacancies exhibitsn new bonds. Examples of

a single ring are the hexagonal ringV6 ~atoms 1–6 in Fig. 1
removed! ~Fig. 3 and Table I! andV8 ~atoms 1, 2, 4–6 and
8–10 in Fig. 1 removed! ~Table II!.

If the vacancies form a network of sixfold rings, which
share some vacancy sites, like the vacancy structureV10 dis-
played in Fig. 4~a! or V14 displayed in Fig. 6~a!, the number
of new bonds is fixed atnn56. This is because these struc-
tures introduce vacancy sites, which have at three of their
nearest-neighbor sites vacancies and the atoms in the sur-
rounding crystal sitting on the fourth-nearest-neighbor site
cannot form a new bond to a next-nearest neighbor. The ring
vacancy V10 has four of these vacancy sites with three
nearest-neighbor vacancy sites and the ring vacancyV14 has
eight of them. Adding a vacancy next toV6 ,V10, or V14,
defined by Fig. 1, breaks one of the formerly formed bonds
and creates one new bond. Therefore, the number of new
bonds equals six forV6 ,V7 ,V10,V11,V14, andV15. Because
the new bonds are weaker than the bonds in the ideal crystal
and because the formation of the new bonds is accompanied
by the weakening of some of the ideal tetrahedral bonds, we
add for each new bond an energy of 0.4Eb to the energy of a
vacancy cluster in the extended bond-counting model. This
value yields the best agreement with the SCC-DFTB results.
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